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Introducing The
FUNdamentals Swim School

 

 

 

We're so excited to be introducing our FUNdamentals Swim School!
The FUNdamentals Swim School was designed by Swimming

Stronger Director of Coaching Mitch Bowmile who has worked to
develop top national competitors both as a swim coach and a

strength coach. 
 

Our FUNdamentals Swim School was created with the hopes that
we could help younger swimmers develop a foundation of amazing
swim technique and movement early on in their lives that will pave

the way for success in the water be it recreationally or
competitively. 

 
By applying scientific principles proven in literature to support

young people in skill retention and development, Mitch has created a
one-of-a-kind environment to foster learning, skill development,

and a love for the water. 
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We Build Fundamentals
Exceptionally Well

 

Every elite athlete, great athlete, good athlete, and even
recreational athlete are all built on stable foundations of proper

movement patterns that become the basis of every muscle action
that they use in their day-to-day sport specific movements. 

 
Building an athlete is exactly like building a house. Without a

proper foundation, you're not going to have a stable house, and
slowly, you're going to experience problem after problem. 

 
When young kids progress without properly learning these

fundamental abilities, they get injured, plateau, and fail to maintain
longevity and participation in sport. We address these concerns

before they become concerns. By being the absolute best at
teaching these foundational skills through methods based on sound,

well researched scientific principles, we set young people up for
opportunity to participate in sport for life. 

 
 No fluff, just fundamentals.
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Who Is This For?

 

The FUNdamentals swim school is for young people between the
ages of 6-10 with some swimming experience. Our goal is to 
 support their development of fundamental abilities in the pool

leading to water safety, a love for the water, and opening doors
for future or current competitive experience. 

 
Swimmers aged 6-8 should be able to complete one lap of the
pool by themselves, and be able to swim both Front Crawl and

Backstroke. 
 

They should be comfortable in both the shallow end and deep end
without an adult in the water with them. 

 
Swimmers aged 9-10 should also know how to swim very basic

breaststroke. 
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Group Sizes

 

We aim to keep our group sizes as small as possible. 
 

For our Spring Session, we will have a max 1:4 coach to swimmer
ratio 
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Laying down a base For
young swimmers to develop
their skills , be water safe,

and fall in love with the
sport
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Teaching Through 
Fun & Games 

 

 

 

Young people want to have fun, so they should learn in an environment that's fun.
FUN is the foundation of the FUNdamentals Swim School. Through creating games

that allow swimmers to solve movement problems, learn valuable skills, and develop a
love for the water, we make swimming FUN.

 
The most important step for ensuring longer participation in swimming, at whatever

level, is making sure young people enjoy their time in the water.
 

These games are the foundation of our teaching philosophy. 
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Teaching Through Exploration

 

 

 

Young people learn from engaging with their environment. 
 

They need room to explore, problem solve, and come to conclusions on their own.
 

As part of our teaching method we provide opportunities for swimmers to explore
how they move through the water in order to develop a deeper understanding of

their fundamental skills.
 

By providing swimmers with movement problems to solve and explore, they click save
on their skills. 

 
Think of it like bowling with the bumpers up. When we provide opportunity for

exploration, we're offering them opportunity to explore in a safe environment to learn. 

Teaching Through Expert Technical Instruction

 

 

Our coaches are experts. Coach Mitch always thought that the best coaches should
be working with the youngest kids in order to provide them with the best

foundation possible. 

Through an understanding of movement patterns, motor skill development, cognitive
development, and skill retention, coach Mitch has developed the FUNdamental Swim

School to target specific goals through expert-level technical instruction.

Mitch's Staff all have years of competitive swimming experience and are trained
under the Swimming Stronger principles



What Will Your Swimmer Get
Out Of The FUNdamentals

Swim School?
 

 

 

 
 

A love for the water
 

Fundamental abilities in front crawl, backstroke, breaststroke (6-8)
 

Fundamental abilities in all four strokes including butterfly (9-10)
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Location And Times
Dennis R. Timbrell Resource Centre

29 St. Dennis Dr, Toronto, ON M3C 3J3

Group #1: 4:00pm-5:00pm

Group #2: 5:00pm-6:00pm

Group #3: 6:00pm-7:00pm

Group #4: 7:00pm-8:00pm

 

Dates: SATURDAYS

April 10, April 17, April 24, May 1, May 8, May 15,

May 29, June 5 

 

1 hour sessions
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Cost
$700 + tax ($91) 

 

First payment of $350,.00 due upon registration.

Second payment of $441,00 due 3-weeks prior

to first session

 

**A FULL REFUND WILL BE ISSUED IF WE ARE

UNABLE TO RUN SPRING SESSIONS DUE TO

COVID-19 RESTRICTIONS**
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Meet Your
Instructors! 
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DIRECTOR OF COACHING / OWNER SWIMMING STRONGER

I have over 10-years of experience coaching swimming and developing top provincial and
national competitors. 

I spent 4-years at Toronto Swim Club focusing on the development of age-group athletes. I
coached multiple first time Eastern National qualifiers, provincial qualifiers, OYJ medallists, and

Festival medallists.

During my time at TSC I was directly responsible for the development of our top 10-12 year-
old athletes. I developed training programs that al lowed them to establish the necessary skil ls

to progress within our club and within national rankings. 

As an assistant at TSC, I worked with all levels of athletes including Olympic Medallists and
several members of Canada's junior national team.

Combined with 6-years of developmental coaching at Mallards Swim Team, my 12-and-under
athletes at both clubs have won a multitude of medals at Festival Championships. 

By providing a strong foundation of fundamental and advance technique, sport knowledge, and
fitness, I build an exceptional base for developing athletes that al lows them to reach new

heights in their sport in accordance with their long term development. 

 I have also been fortunate enough to mentor with and learn from some of the best
developmental coaches in both the United States and Canada. I've spent time working with
several members of both the U.S and Canadian National and Junior National coaching staff. 

Through these experiences I've learned methods and techniques that have shaped some of the
best international athletes in the world. 

In addition, I previously worked as the Senior Canadian Correspondent for SwimSwam News,
providing unique coverage of Canadian swimming. One of my rolls was to provide expert

analysis of international and Canadian swimming. 

ABOUT  COACH  MITCH
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SWIM SCHOL DIRECTOR 

Maddy is  currently a student at Queen’s University studying Education and History. I have a
passion for swimming, teaching, and leadership. 

I swam competitively for almost a decade with Toronto Swim Club, North York Aquatic Club,
and the Queen’s University Masters team. I was an OFFSA Qualifier and TDSB City

Championship Gold medalist. 

I have been volunteering with swimmers since I was 13 years old and been a swim instructor
for the past four years. I have worked at Zodiac Swim School and as the Waterfront Director

and Head of Swim at Camp Kandalore. 

I have a background in both the Lifesaving Society and Red Cross swim programs. I have
worked with swimmers of al l different abilities from their very first lesson, to lifesaving

programs and intro to competitive swimming programs. 

During my own competitive swimming career, I had the opportunity to work with many
different coaches who employed a variety of philosophies and teaching styles. From my own
experience as a swimmer and instructor, I believe a well-rounded swimmer needs a strong

base of knowledge and understanding of technique, fitness, mindset and goal setting.

ABOUT  MADDY  KENNEDY
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SWIM SCHOL DIRECTOR 



I  LOOK  FORWARD  TO  HELPING  YOU

START  #SWIMMINGSTRONGER

 

-  COACH  MITCH  BOWMILE

 

Limited spots available. Send in registration form and payment to
reserve your spot

 
mitch@swimmingstronger.com
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@SwimmingStronger @SwimmingStronger


